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Note: The Digital Media Production Certificate is under review for discontinuance. Please contact the College of Extended Learning for further information.

Program Scope and Objectives
Digital Media Production is an academic certificate of the SF State College of Extended Learning. Emphasis is on tools training in film audio and video post-production. Students are not required to apply for the entire certificate in order to take Digital Media courses.

Digital Media Production Certificate
Admission Requirements
The certificate program requires completion of 24 semester units. Fifteen of these units are to be taken from a core of courses and the remaining nine may be chosen from the list of elective courses. To be admitted to the Digital Media Production Certificate program, students should have at least 60 units of academic credit with a minimum GPA of 2.0 or sufficient experience to demonstrate that they can perform upper division work. However, students who do not have 60 units are encouraged to apply and may be admitted to the program on a conditional basis.

Check with Digital Media Production staff for additional requirements.

Digital Media Production Certificate — 24 units
Core Courses (15 units)
Electives (7 units)
Final Requirement (2 units)